Preliminaries

This study’s purpose is to give an overview of my five months of research in Poland in 2019, supported by the Polish Institute of Advanced Studies (PIAS). Furthermore — by sketching its topic and results — I aim to encourage a scientific discussion and draw the attention of scholars who are interested in paper history and watermark research.

Paper was a revolutionary invention, which altered the human attitude to the written word forever. The art of papermaking and its spreading all over Europe had a significant impact on various fields of human history. While the importance of Gutenberg’s invention is evident, undoubtedly it could not achieve such a huge success without paper; nevertheless, the medium of writing and

---

1 In this article, I use the term “East-Central Europe” according to the historical literature, as it was defined by Oskar Halecki.

2 Here, I would like to express my gratitude to all of my colleagues and friends (especially from the Department of Historical Atlas, Institute of History, Polish Academy of Sciences; lead by prof. Marek Słoń) who helped me with my research. I could not write this article without the support of PIAS grant (2019); my special thanks go to the director, prof. Przemysław Urbanięczyk and all the fellows who encouraged my work during the 5 months. I cannot express how very grateful I am to Marta Walenta (PIAS) and Dr Wiesława Duży for all their help and support.
printing was in the shadow of the research. Even nowadays, Gutenberg’s name is well known, unlike Fabriano (the cradle of papermaking sank into oblivion). There are many unsolved questions concerning producing, trading, and using paper even in the early stage of printing.

My research project under the title “The Usage and Acquisition of Paper in the Jagiellonian Courts (1492—1507)” has been related to the fields of historical source edition, paper history, and watermark studies, in connection with a well-defined group of sources, the royal court accounts of the third generation of Jagiellonians (Wladyslaw, John Albert, Alexander, Sigismund) issued between 1492 and 1507, between the coronation of John Albert and the coronation of Sigismund. Both the main and auxiliary volumes document the daily income and expenditure of princely and royal courts. The registers concerned are mostly preserved in Warsaw in the Central Archives of Historical Records (Archiwum Główne Akt Dawnych) among the archival material of the royal treasury (Archiwum Skarbu Koronnego) with other account books (Rachunki królewskie); there is only one exception, the account of Wladyslaw, the Bohemian-Hungarian king, which is in the collection of the National Széchényi Library in Budapest.

A significant part of the project was the investigation of material evidence, i.e. the analysis and comparison of watermarks visible on the paper of the accounts (altogether 20 volumes). The main questions to be answered were: where did the paper come from? Did the Jagiellonian courts use the same quality of paper from the same paper mill(s)? Was there a direct connection with a paper mill, with a merchant, or with a special trading group which was responsible for the satisfactory paper supply to these royal courts?

Textual information can also provide evidence of paper purchasing. Among the purposes of the project was the edition of one of John Albert’s main accounts, which may provide some more information about purchasing and using paper in the royal court. Relying on the editions of the examined registers, paper research can obtain information about the quantity,

---

3 The examined manuscripts (royal and princely ledgers) include: Archiwum Główne Akt Dawnych, Archiwum Skarbu Koronnego (hereinafter AGAD ASK) 1 No. 20—38; Országos Széchényi Könyvtár [National Széchényi Library in Hungary] (hereinafter OSZK) Cod. Lat. 411.

4 Registrum extraditorum pro serenissimo domino Johanne Alberto rege Poloniae per Jacobum de Schidlowycz vicethezaurarium. 1493—1497. AGAD ASK 1 No. 22. Unfortunately, the text of John Albert’s ledger does not contain information concerning the paper.

the quality, and the usage of the paper. The first paper mills on the territo-
ries controlled by the members of the Jagiellonian dynasty were established
at the end of the 15th and the beginning of the 16th centuries (Wroclaw bet-
ween 1475 and 1490, Świdnica cc. 1490/1499, Prądnik Czerwony 1491,
Nysa 1496, Racibórz 1497, Zbraslav 1499, Mogiła cc. 1500, Opava between
1501 and 1506, Trutnov before 1505, Olomouc 1505). Is it possible to detect
the usage of local paper products via either material evidence or textual
information?6

Archival Sources and Watermark Images

As the number of medieval texts dealing with paper in any aspect (e.g.
technological background of producing, establishing of papermills, etc.) is quite
small, if we want to find out how the paper “industry” and paper trade started,
developed, and worked in medieval and early modern Europe (i.e. in the
“Jagiellonian Kingdoms”), we have to examine not only the content of texts,
but also the medium of writing itself. The elaboration of archival material is
quite diverse, but generally one can say that systematic investigation and re-
gistration of watermarks have not reached the level of necessity yet. Not only
archival catalogues but also catalogues of other collections usually fail to pay
attention to the medium of writing/printing/painting.

Analysis and comparison of the external features of charters issued in
different territories within the same period could reveal many elements. Never-
theless, codices and books like ledgers could provide a much adequate found-
ation for watermark research as a large amount of paper from the same
papermill was used to prepare these volumes. The detailed analysis can also give
us information about the usage of the pair of moulds, make possible the identi-
fication of these moulds, and make detectable the alteration of these objects

(1504—1507): The Court Account Book of Sigismund Jagiellon (1504—1507). Szeged 2014;
P. Kozák, K. Rábai: Mezi periferii a centrem jagellonského světa: Registrum dvořanů
knížete a krále Zikmunda I. Jagellonského z let 1493—1510. Opava 2015; P. Kozák: Účty
budínského dvora krále Vladislava II. Jagellonského (1494—1495). Praha 2019. For earlier
editions of these ledgers (by Engel, Pawiński, Divéký) see the bibliography of the modern
editions.

6 The summary of the project is also available on the webpage of PIASt (http://www.piast.
.pan.pl/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=480:krisztina-rabai&catid=73&Item
id=306&lang=en).
during the period in which they were used. To achieve reliable results, we also need a significant amount of paper, in comparable quantity and quality.

Nowadays, thanks to the rise of supportive technical background, new digital tools and techniques for visualising (non-invasive imaging techniques) are involved in filigranology, improving the quality of watermark images. The most significant collections, such as Briquet’s or Piccard’s works, were digitised; furthermore, many public institutes made their watermarks available through different databases. Bernstein — the Memory of Paper portal attempts to summarise and share all the information concerning watermark research with a comprehensive bibliography, a catalogue, and freely available tools helpful for watermark imaging and analysis.

Among the examination of the external characteristics of archival material, what is the most difficult is the study of watermarks, as many factors affect the visibility of these marks (recent condition of the material, size of the sheet and place of the watermark, handwritten or printed text on the paper, the ingredients used to prepare the ink, etc.). Their registration is also a difficult task, which has been eased only recently by a well-developed and internationally accepted standard. The printed catalogues, articles, scientific works, and digital images of watermarks represent a wide variety of quality and quantity. Thanks to the work of the International Association of Paper Historians (IPH),

---

7 For the best recent summary of watermark research, see N. Harris: *Paper and Watermarks as Bibliographical Evidence*. Lyon 2017. The detailed explanation of watermarks, moulds, and other essential technical knowledge for understanding the process of papermaking is available online. To help the work of watermark studies, in addition, an extended bibliography is also available.


the International Standard for the Registration of Paper with or without Watermarks has been available since the 1990s. However, on the one hand, this is a recommended and not obligatory system for new watermark databases, and, on the other, the already existing catalogues did not apply these rules (because they had not existed).

These characteristics make the comparison and identification of watermarks difficult, sometimes even impossible. During my work with the Jagiellonian ledgers, the most reliable databases (WZMA, WIZIS) and the printed Polish catalogues from the first collector, Joachim Lelewel in the 19th century, through the work of Ptaśnik, Piekośiński, Piekarski, Budka, Badecki, Maleczyńska, Siniarska-Czaplicka, and Dąbrowski, contributed to the identification of watermarks.

The Identification of Watermarks Visible on Royal Ledgers

Watermarks in the mentioned manuscripts are wire watermarks on rag paper.
The most important tool of papermaking is the mould [...] in Europe [...]. The mould was made from a wooden frame [...] on which a brass wire sieve was stretched [...]. The sieve was formed by the widely spaced chain lines and the more narrowly spaced laid lines. To this construction were attached (usually parallel to the chain lines) various designs or sometimes letters and numbers, made of bent copper wire, with the purpose of identifying the paper mill. After vatting, as water trickles out, the fibres bind together somewhat less densely over the wires, so the paper becomes less dense there. By holding the paper against the light, the impression of the sieve is visible as a more transparent pattern, while the designs [...] form watermarks [...]. Symbols identifying the paper mill, or perhaps the coat of arms of its owner, however they could also be used to identify paper quality.13

There are various, mostly quite expensive, techniques of reproducing watermarks. For the recent project, a quick, relatively low-cost process produced a good quality of image. It is the back-lighting technique, which requires an electroluminescent slim light sheet or any other light-source place behind the paper without causing any damage. The light provides homogeneous illumination behind the watermark making the impression of the sieve and the wire-mark visible and possible to catch the image by the help of a digital camera. Besides the quality and low cost, this method does not imperil the original material.

Taking photos of the watermarks, measuring them, reconstructing the structure of the moulds, and identifying the relating pairs of moulds were the most important parts of the work. Without going into unnecessary details,14 the watermarks of the examined royal and princely ledgers can be divided into sixteen main groups. Eight of them represent different types of bull’s head marks. The rest demonstrate a clerical hat, scales, a crown, a crossbow, a patriarchal cross, a circle with a star, letter “W” with a crown and a fishtail, and a boar.

The overall result is that those investigated manuscripts which belonged to the courts of Wladyslaw, John Albert, and Alexander were made from good-quality Italian paper; within one volume usually one type of watermark was used (maximum two types). Prince Sigismund’s accounts — two main volumes and one auxiliary volume — obviously differ from his brothers’ concerning the number of folios, the variety of watermarks, and the origin of the paper.


These are the most robust volumes among the examined material, with over 300 folios per volume.\textsuperscript{15} The huge number of sheets does not surprise if we compare the length and accuracy of the sentences with the aforementioned royal ledgers, which are rather laconic.

\textbf{Textual Information about the Paper}

Albeit these first-rate sources (picturing the colourful image of everyday life, giving us information about culture, entertainment, clothes, victuals, political events, commercialism, prices, and many other relevant data) were examined from many different aspects,\textsuperscript{16} no particular attention was paid to purchasing and using of paper. Where did they buy the paper from? Regarding the peculiarities of the examined ledgers, only Sigismund’s accounts provide adequate textual information concerning the paper. The prince and his court frequently travelled in the studied period; furthermore, Sigismund also had a significant territory under his control as he was the Duke of Głogów (1499—) and Opava (1501—), the governor of Silesia and Lusatia (1504—). He often visited the region of Silesia and the Polish royal residence in Kraków, where the first papermills were already working and producing paper for the local and possibly for the neighbourhood markets as well.

Based on the text of these ledgers, inevitably the court purchased paper in the important cities and towns, where it spent the most time. Although the

\textsuperscript{15} For the auxiliary account with the name of courtiers and salaries paid for them during the years, see AGAD ASK 1 No. 21 (the manuscript contains 329 folios); the first main account preserved was written between 1500—1504: AGAD ASK 1 No. 29 (the manuscript contains 388 folios), the second main account was issued between 1504 and 1507: AGAD ASK 1 No. 33 (the manuscript contains 393 folios).

princely household usually purchased a higher quantity of paper in bigger cities such as Kraków or Buda for its journeys (ad viam), it would appear that this commercial product was also available in regional centres (Opava, Głogów, Wrocław, Nitra, Szeged) and smaller towns (Kesztőle, Grodków, Świdnica). The places where the paper was purchased indicate an extensive network of commercial paper producers. More than a hundred sentences refer to paper purchase and shed light upon the use of paper between 1500 and 1507. One can say that paper was used nearly exclusively for writing purposes, requiring good quality of paper, which in this time was not exclusively produced in Italy or Western Europe.

Predominately paper was bought for the treasury (ad thesaurum), 75 times over 6 years. Maybe on some of the 17 occasions when the reason/purpose of purchasing is not given, treasury expenses were also involved. Frequently mentioned (14 times) is the aim of writing a letter. The demand to purchase high-quality paper was rarely emphasised. Quantities steadily increased during the years. While in 1500 the amount of purchased paper was 6.5 librae (pound), in 1506 the amount was nearly four times as big, that is, 24.5 librae. Occasionally, wrapping paper also appeared among the expenses.

The purchase of paper, for use in ledgers, the payment for the labour of interlacing this paper into ledgers, and the buying of pre-made blank ledgers were documented in the main account. On one occasion, a registrum was bought for travelling in which sums were recorded before their entry into the main account book (this practice can explain the contradiction — described below — in the case of the courtiers’ register). Other notes reflect money paid out as a fee for interlacing or binding papers into a new account book.

17 “Item pro una resa papiri Italici pro scribendis litteris, quum est necessarium domino principi, quia talis raro invenire, dedi II florenos.” AGAD ASK 1 No. 33, fol. 37verso (=v). This quantity of paper, especially for letter writing, was very large (1 ream), and also expensive (2 florins). The necessity of this particular transaction “because such [quality] could be gained rarely” is somewhat surprising, as the place of purchase is Kraków.

18 “Item pro I 1⁄2 libra papiri, ad involvendum czukarum et crocum pro via, dedi III grossos. [17. July 1504., Opava] […] Item pro papiro simplici ad ligandum crocum dedi I grossum. [7 January 1506, Wrocław] […] Item pro papiro ad involvendum skarlatum donatum a domino Czyolek dedi 1⁄2 grossum. [26 February 1506, Kraków]” AGAD ASK 1 No. 33, fol. 28recto(=r), 159v, 172v.

19 “Item pro registro novo ad viam, in quo summe descripturunt, antequam in regestrum summarum inscribuntur, dedi VIII grossos […] Item eodem die pro papiro III/2 libris ad ligandum in regestrum summarum dedi V grossos […] Item a labore eiusdem registri, dum papirum introilogatum est, dedi III grossos […] Item a ligatione papiri ad registrum, ubi summe scribi debebant, dedi III grossos […] Item pro novo registro ad conscribendum equos curiensium dedi XX grossos.” AGAD ASK 1 No. 33, fol. 77r, 302r, 222v, 168r.
Combining Textuality with Materiality

As we have seen, most of the times, the text does not refer to the origin and quality of the paper. To figure out these significant elements, one has to analyse the preserved paper itself. Unfortunately, no systematic research was carried out on the letters and charters issued/written in the Jagiellonian courts; therefore, we only have sparse data about them.

The watermarks of the first preserved main account of prince Sigismund’s household — documented the incomes and expenses between 1500 and 1504 — prove the usage of paper from Italian papermills. In comparison with the royal ledgers, this volume contains more types of watermarks (4 main types).

In the chronological order, the next preserved ledger belonging to the prince as the register of courtiers. Judging by the watermarks, paper produced in Wrocław and Świdnica was frequently used. This local product was incorporated into the princely accounts from 1502 on. Although this auxiliary volume contains the first notes dated back to 1493, the structure of the manuscript, the slowly growing number of the courtiers, and other details indicate that the first notes between 1493 and 1500/1501 were copied into the manuscript around 1501/1502.20 By distinguishing the different hands and drawing up the list of courtiers — according to the chronological order when they were engaged in the service of the prince — one can see the time-layers of the manuscript. At the beginning, the scribe registered the newcomer(s) on the top of the recto(s) and left approximately five blank pages for each of them (during the years filled with payments made for them). When sharp growth occurred in the number of courtiers (around the end of 1506 and the beginning of 1507), the scribe used these blank pages to register them (filling the gap and causing the mess in chronology).21

20 The first courtier of Sigismund was Krzysztof Szydłowiecki, who received a regular payment from the prince’s treasury since 1493. The next noble members joined the court (which included 8 courtiers) when Sigismund left Kraków and moved to Buda around 1498. Significant growth in the number of courtiers occurred in 1502 and 1506/1507 in line with the death of Sigismund’s two brothers, John Albert and Alexander (whose courtiers were “inherited” by Sigismund). A. Divéky: Zsigmond lengyel herceg II. Ulászló udvarában. “Századok” 1914, Vol. 48, pp. 449—463, 562—576; P. Kozák, K. Rábai: Mezi periferií a centrem jagellonského světa..., pp. LI—LXIII.

21 The time-layers and the structure of the manuscript (the first number is the number of the folio [manuscript AGAD ASK 1 No. 21], the second is the page number in the edition P. Kozák, K. Rábai: Mezi periferií a centrem jagellonského světa...): year 1493/1498: 2r—p.2, 23r—p.26, 28r—p.32, 33r—p.39, 38r—p.47, 43r—p.54, 49r—p.60, 55r—p.67; year 1501: 17r—p.21, 61r—p.74, 66r—p.82, 71r—p.89, 75r—p.95, 157r—p.197; year 1502: 80r—p.100, 85r—p.104, 90r—p.112, 95r—p.117, 99r—p.124, 103r—p.130, 108r—p.136, 112r—p.142, 118r—p.149,
The watermarks on the paper also strengthen this conclusion. The letter “W” with a crown on the top and a sort of fishtail under is known in the scientific literature as the sign of the papermill in Wrocław. One can find similar marks in the collection of Piccard, on the paper used by the royal members of the Jagiellonian dynasty between 1498—1504. The first 16 gatherings of the courtiers’ account (193 folios) bear this watermark.

The rest of the volume shows a colourful variety of papers concerning their watermarks and their quality as well. These 14 gatherings count 137 folios. Fortunately, the main account preserved two precious sentences which shed light upon the circumstances. There are two records about the purchasing of paper for accounts (\textit{propter registra}). On 6th January 1507, “1 libra” of good quality of paper was bought in Mielnik for “2 and a half groschen,” and 3 days later in Łuków it was necessary to buy more paper (“1 libra” for “2 groschen”) because many other courtiers had to be listed in the account. If we compare this information with the paper and the special chronological disorder of the auxiliary volume, these extra sheets of paper are clearly seen to be significant. Having run out of paper, the sceptor started to fill the gaps, previously left blank. As they were able to buy some paper in Mielnik and Łuków, some of the newcomers were registered on those sheets. In my opinion, these two “mixed gatherings” of bull’s heads (with a cross and a serpent) watermarked papers could be purchased in Mielnik and/or Łuków. These gatherings contain some paper of evidently lower quality. The courtiers recorded on these pages and also on the 19th and 20th gatherings (with the crown watermark of Italian origin) joined Sigismund’s court between the last days of December 1506 and the first weeks of January 1507 (they were former courtiers to Alexander, who died in 1506).

Italian paper can be detected as well as the product of the papermill in Świdnica, represented by good quality of paper with the typical boar watermark.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Briquet 9164 (Legnica 1500); Piccard DE4620-PO-29851 (Kraków 1500); Piccard DE4620-PO-29852 (Sandomierz 1500); Piccard DE4620-PO-29854 (Legnica 1502); Piccard DE4620-PO-29856 (Toruń 1504).
  \item “Item eodem die pro I libra papiri bona dedi II 1/2 grossos propter registra... Item eodem die pro I libra papiri, quum alii curientes et multi conscribi debebantur, propter registra dedi II grossos.” AGAD ASK 1 No. 33. fol. 244r, 245r. [6th and 9th January 1507, Mielnik and Łuków].
  \item See a few examples from the manuscript to have an idea about the filling of gaps (the first number is the number of the folio, the second is the page number in the edition P. Kozák, K. Rábai: \textit{Mezi periferií a centrem jagellonského světa...}) between December 1506 and January 1507: 12r—p.16, 14v—p.19, 44r—p.55. The year 1507 chronologically started on 203r.
\end{itemize}
of the mill. The design is rich in detail; the boar’s mane, both ears, eye, mouth, tusk, spiralled tail, genitals, the arcs of its hind legs and forelegs, and cloven hooves are all clearly visible. This watermark/paper became very “popular” on the market, as we can find it among the papers of the second main accounts of the prince issued between 1504 and 1507, as well as in his other ledger (Regestrum quittantiarum regalium) starting from 1507. The search for finding the identical watermark in the albums and databases cited before was not successful. One can see similar signs — but dated nearly a decade later — in Picard’s and in Briquet’s collections.

There are a few sheets whose origin is questionable: a couple of them marked with the patriarchal cross (this sign was used in Prądnik Czerwony but also can refer to the mills of the Upper Rhine region); two other with the bull’s head — a very popular and widely used watermark — with a Latin cross and a serpent around. The last two examples, the two sheets of paper marked with bull’s head, are clearly different from each other (most probably the two sheets were made on a pair of moulds) and from the remainder of such watermarks in the volume. While these two watermarks are similar to the Italian bull’s head marks of the volume, there are noticeable differences in size and shape. Not only the mark but also the colour and the quality of these sheets differ from the other bull’s head marked papers of the manuscript. All attempts to identify them have failed. One single sheet — most probably — preserved the fragment of Mogiła’s watermark reflecting a bull’s head with eyes above a crosier beneath a ring.

While searching for similar watermarks in the Polish literature, I came across an article describing an ecclesiastical tax register from the region of Świdnica (a list of incomes of the parish from tithing). The study — written by Joanna Ważyńska and Józef Dąbrowski — was based on the diploma work of Ważyńska, who restored the manuscript. They distinguished 38 different types of watermarks on the paper of the volumes. The register itself contains notes from 1471 until 1507, and according to Ważyńska, initially, there were small separate folders which were bound together after 1507.

25 The second main account contains a few sheets of boar marked paper concerning the years 1504, 1505, 1506. AGAD ASK 1 No. 33. Regestrum quittantiarum regalium (1507—1515) AGAD ASK 1 No. 38. The whole manuscript was written on paper bearing boar watermarks.

26 Picard DE4620-PO-85553; Briquet 13574-13583.

27 Without the matching of the exact size and other details, the identity cannot be proved. Unfortunately, the available catalogues (reproducing this watermarks) do not give us these details.

28 J. Ważyńska, J. Dąbrowski: Średniowieczny śląski rękopis kościelny cennym źródłem filigranów. “Przegląd Papierniczy” 1998, Vol. 54, pp. 403—406, 423—424. I would like to express my gratitude to Dr Karolina Puchała-Rojek, who gave her permission to study the manuscript (Rkp. 2381.), and also the diploma work of J. Ważyńska (Dokumentacja konserwatorska oprawnego kodeksu rękopiśmiennego „Rationes Frumentorum Parochialis [Schweidnitzensis]

28 J. Ważyńska, J. Dąbrowski: Średniowieczny śląski rękopis kościelny cennym źródłem filigranów. “Przegląd Papierniczy” 1998, Vol. 54, pp. 403—406, 423—424. I would like to express my gratitude to Dr Karolina Puchała-Rojek, who gave her permission to study the manuscript (Rkp. 2381.), and also the diploma work of J. Ważyńska (Dokumentacja konserwatorska oprawnego kodeksu rękopiśmiennego „Rationes Frumentorum Parochialis [Schweidnitzensis]
According to Dąbrowski, the boar watermark is unquestionably related to the papermill in Świdnica (more precisely Bystrzyca Górna, where the watermill was located). He suggested to date the beginning of papermaking to 1499 in this mill based on the date which is written on those specific sheets of Frumentorum Parochialis. The first boar watermarks (a less artistic form of the aforedescribed mark) appeared on the paper bearing the notes of the year 1499. He also faced the problem of identifying bull’s head watermarks, which obviously imitate the Italian bull’s head watermarks but are noticeably different. Albeit these signs were not recorded in Polish watermark catalogues, they are evidently present on archival material. Even though it was not interlaced in the Jagiellonian ledger, a folded paper with 15th/16th-century handwriting was placed into the volume belonging to Alexander’s court; its fragmentary watermark also depicts a bull’s head whose design does not correlate to the contemporary Italian design but seems to be identical with the unidentified watermark examined by Dąbrowski.

A bull’s head was among the most popular watermarks; consequently, it was frequently used all over Europe. As the motifs involving a bull’s head are numerous and widely used all over Europe, one can say they prove the (good) quality of paper rather than could be used to specify the papermill (i.e. the place of production). A bull’s head watermark with a rod on the top of the head, ending in “W” and a crown, was also used by the papermill in Wrocław. The fact that those bull’s head marks cannot be identified while other watermarks’ origin is dubious points to the deficiencies of currently available catalogues and scientific literature. What also makes basic research difficult is that there are many controversies, especially concerning the establishment and first decade(s) of papermills in East-Central Europe.
Conclusion

If we consider these Jagiellonian ledgers in their complexity, text and material, main and auxiliary accounts, royal and princely courts together, we can obtain more accurate knowledge from these archival sources than when simply interpreting the text. A comparison can reveal much important information for a better understanding of the use and purchase of paper in the Jagiellonian royal courts.

Scientific literature dealing with paper manufacturers of these Jagiellonian-ruled countries during the 15th—16th centuries emphasised historical written sources instead of systematic research on the paper of specific papermills. Based on the international literature (Briquet’s and Piccard’s collections), Italian products can be identified, but there is no definite location or date for those marks which are suggested to be the products of Polish mills in the literature. Unfortunately, besides the approximate location and date of existence, together with the name of an owner or papermaker, nothing is known about these mills in the first couple of years of their existence. The amount and the quality of the paper they produced as well as the sales market for their products are topics of speculation.

The quality of catalogues and watermark albums representing a segment of watermarks found on the papers in East-Central Europe is very diverse. Most of them do not correlate with the basic elements of IPH Standard. The lack of written sources and deficiency of detailed watermark research efforts to find the first paper products/watermarks of these mills have produced speculation and confusion.

Without a comprehensive, well-organised, and easily searchable database of East-Central European watermarks, the beginnings of paper producing in Central Europe will remain opaque to research.
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Chociaż sprawozdania zawierają wzmianki o zakupach, handlu i wykorzystywaniu papieru, w większości przypadków informacje zawarte w tekście nie są wystarczające do tego, aby zrekonstruować szczegółowy i jasny obraz papiernictwa — trzeba, aby naukowcy zbadali samo narzędzie wykorzystywane do pisania, jakim jest papier. Zamiast badania pojedynczych stron papieru, użyteczne okazały się składane karty papieru, małe notesy i zszywane księgi zawierające sprawozdania. Można porównać karty z tych tomów i odnaleźć ślady prowadzące do papierni, z których one pochodzą.

Dzięki szczegółowemu badaniu jednej, szczególnie bogatej i ciekawej księgi rachunkowej z dworu księcia Zygmunta, autorka stara się wykazać możliwości, jakie daje badanie znaków wodnych. Ponadto, celem artykułu jest naświetlenie olbrzymiej luki, którą łatwo można zauważyć w dziedzinie badań znaków wodnych i historii papieru w Europie Środkowo-Wschodniej, jak również konieczności rozwoju bazy danych ze znakami wodnymi, odzwierciedlającymi historię papiernictwa w tym regionie.

Słowa kluczowe: analiza znaków wodnych, pierwsze papiernie w Europie Środkowo-Wschodniej, handel papierem, dynastia Jagiellonów, sprawozdania królewskie.
Zusammenfassung


Obwohl in den Berichten von dem Kauf, dem Handel und der Verwendung von Papier die Rede ist, reichen die Informationen im Text in den meisten Fällen nicht aus, um ein detailliertes und klares Bild der Papierindustrie zu rekonstruieren. Es ist erforderlich, dass Wissenschaftler das Schreibwerkzeug selbst, das Papier, erforschen. Anstatt einzelne Papierseiten zu untersuchen, erweisen sich gefaltete Blätter, kleine Notizbücher und geheftete Bücher mit Berichten als nützlich. Es ist möglich, die Blätter aus diesen Bänden miteinander zu vergleichen und solche Spuren zu entdecken, die zu Papierfabriken führen, aus denen sie stammen.

Mit der detaillierten Analyse eines besonders reichen und interessanten Rechnungsbuchs vom Hof des Herzogs Sigismund versucht die Autorin, die Möglichkeiten aufzuzeigen, die die Untersuchung von Wasserzeichen bietet. Ziel des Beitrags ist es auch, auf die riesige Lücke zu verweisen, die im Bereich der Wasserzeichenforschung und der Papiergeschichte in Mittel- und Osteuropa leicht zu erkennen ist. Außerdem sollte die Notwendigkeit bewusst gemacht werden, eine Datenbank mit Wasserzeichen zu entwickeln, die die Geschichte der Papierherstellung in dieser Region widerspiegeln.

Schlüsselwörter: Wasserzeichenanalyse, erste Papierfabriken in Mittel- und Osteuropa, Papierhandel, Jagiellonen-Dynastie, königliche Berichte